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DESIGNING SPLENDOR
since 1886
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COLOMBOSTILE CONTRACT DIVISION

Founded in Meda in 1886 within the heart of Brianza area, the home of furniture
since the nineteenth century. In 1973 Colombostile changed from being a family
firm to an efficient international organization. Thus it became a point of reference
for interior designers who preferred the utmost quality of “HAND MADE and MADE
IN ITALY”.

The crown jewel of Italian furniture, the Company has a very well-known reputable
reputation  all over the world and is also known for furnishing  historical institutions
such as embassies, boutique hotels, and even the Kremlin Palace. Nowadays
Colombostile is one of the most iconic symbols of luxury Italian goods that exports
mainly in Europe, the Middle East, Russia, India, China, and within the US. What's
more where the quality of the materials used are praised and appreciated by all.

Colombostile  developed this notion whereby design and materials must instil the
“idea” of refinement throughout a project and not just the supply of furniture. 
Subsequently Colombostile felt the need to expand its services by creating its 
Contract Division in order to further meet the needs and requirements of some of
the most exigent Clients. Thus Colombostile began building up its Contract Division
by developing projects geared towards luxury homes and then eventually carried
it across to other sectors.
Now, with more than thirty years’ of experience at an international level in “turnkey”
projects, Colombostile’s Contract Division can boast versatility in many different
types of project, from  private homes to hospitality and leisure. 
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ORGANISATIONAL HIERARCHY

The organizational structure within Colombostile is built upon flexibility and 
customizing, with central Headquarters located in Meda. A factory consisting of
18,000 square meters and a team of more than ninety specialists. 
Colombostile also has an exclusive network of more than 100 production centers
where all sorts of materials are processed; thus we can meet any urgent 
requirement within a prompt time.

Situated within the headquarters of Colombostile lies an elegant Showroom, which
demonstrates Colombostile impeccable quality and execution regarding the design,
manufacturing of its various furniture collections and projects. The showroom 
consists of three diverse floors, redesigned to project a full ambiance of various
collection such as Classical, Eclectic and Contemporary.

8,000 square metres. Production Facilities
2,000 square metres. Warehouse 
2,000 square metres. Offices
1,200 square metres. Show Room
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WORLDWIDE

Operating on such a worldwide spectrum,
Colombostile has managed to create
prestigious astonishments based on
quality craftsmanship, professionalism
and attention to detail, ensuring utmost
excellence in all aspects of its core.
Such examples can be revealed in more
than forty countries worldwide. 
Colombostile is the sole ambassador for
exclusive “Made in Italy” products. 
Even though Colombostile’s main head-
quarters of operation is located in Meda,
they have established offices in key
areas, i.e. London, Moscow and Shanghai,
to strategically further expand its brand
awareness.  

Shanghai

Moscow

Meda

London
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CONTEXTS

Colombostile’s Contracts Division works mainly with monumental projects within all
sorts of production contexts brought together by our special haute couture. 
From the lobby of the world’s first seven-star hotel to the VIP lounges in the world’s
biggest airport, from restoration work on the Kremlin to the most exclusive private
homes, Colombostile can be seen in the most lavish and elitist milieu, where we 
attend to the most demanding requests.

Residential
High-end Villas – Private Residences - Luxury Apartments - Mansions

Government & State Buildings
Embassies – Government Palaces 

Hospitality
Boutique Hotels – Club Houses – Top suites 

Special Projects
Airport VIP Lounges – Heritage Buildings – Executive Offices
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SERVICES

Colombostile offers exclusive services, which include all the work needed to 
meet a customer’s requirements by reliving them of un-necessary burdens and
maintaining the highest level of quality assurance. 

Colombostile Contracts Division services:
- stylistic planning and advisory service
- executive engineering and planning
- project management 
- choice and coordination of fittings
- custom-made production
- after-sales installation and servicing
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DESIGN

Colombostile are your ideal partners for the creation, design,
and development of prestigious, complete interior design projects.
From concept designs to painstaking overviews of all details.
Stylistic choices are made by experienced professionals who
can interpret and help the customer, and bring together top-quality
“couture” elements. 
Our Contracts Department works alongside Planning Architects
to help them with the choice of technical and material details
because we have years and years of only the best experience.
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Every little detail in colours and materials is 
detailed by Architects in the Contract Department
for absolutely new pairings.

The 3-dimensional models at Colombostile 
always become actors on the stage of environmental
rendering and seeing them is an emotional 
experience.
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ENGINEERING 

Our Company deals with all aspects of value engineering for custom-made 
products, storage spaces, doors, and milling, by counting upon a team of highly
experienced staff. 
All the experience of Colombostile can be seen during this stage of value engineering,
with the wide range of construction details we can count, the materials we use,
and the procedures we apply. This is our way of providing our customers with the
aesthetic and functional requirements they have asked for.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

Managing projects by scrupulous attention to detail means that we can guarantee
all our customers the utmost quality, compliance with deadlines, and work that is
ready for use upon delivery. Colombostile’s project managers carefully plan every
executive stage in a project, and then coordinate and organize all work so that
times are optimized and only top-quality work is provided. These are the people
who talk directly to you the customer, to coordinate and optimise all the stages in
your particular project. 
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Architects in our Contracts Department are like conductors of a symphony orchestra:
they choose lamps, objects d’art, or anything else which will turn a project into a
top-quality living space, and take advantage of the skills of some of the best Italian
craftsmanship.
Subsequently our experienced and qualified technicians effectively deal and 
coordinative directly from the manufactures to best satisfy the requirements of 
individual projects.

PURCHASING
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The Colombostile Contracts Department uses a modern, efficient layout at our factories
to meet the most diverse needs of any of our customers. 

Whatever work we are asked to do, we do it to the best of our ability in the shortest
possible time. We guarantee only the highest quality of raw materials and finished
products.

CUSTOM-MADE PRODUCTION 
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“Skilled hands 
producing quality, 
guided by creativity 
and passion,
all in line with 
tradition.
Hands that are proud to
produce “Made in Italy”.



Extremely qualified installers ensure that all projects are carried out at a “state of the art” level, and answer immediately 
to the site manager, who makes all the decisions during the installation process. We are more then capable of working in 
cooperation with various specialists from other fields on site resulting in the highest level of execution. 
Colombostile services do not end once a project has been installed: our Contracts Department then goes on to provide 
complete after-sales and supply services for maintenance and any changes that may be required, using only extremely 
experienced staff.

almost 7,000 cubic metres of goods delivered in 2013
more than 15,000 square metres of wood panelling installed between 2010 and 2013

INSTALLATION 
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RESIDENTIAL
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Luxury Villa

This luxurious villa, built just outside Moscow, is characterised by the eclecticism
and attention to detail of its interiors. The very contemporary tone of this property
has been embellished using special items such as stuccoed walls and the exclusive
design of the false ceilings. 
The furniture, like jewels, is perfectly integrated with this fantastic context and adds
personality to the rooms.
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Situated in one of the most important
skyscrapers in Manhattan, this elegant
6,500 square-foot apartment brings 
together perfectly versatile quotations
from various styles and cross-overs; Art
Deco details are mixed with classical
structural architecture. 

Prestigious Apartment
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Penthouse

Natural light is one of the most important topics in this prestigious seaside Pen-
thouse. Here the rooms, all contemporary and separated by transparent walls,
follow one another, each of them made special using a palette of well-defined ma-
terials. Metallic details, embellished with a touch of fashion, are masterfully inter-
preted in the bedroom to give that vaguely Parisian atmosphere which the owners
particularly like.
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Private Mansion

Prestigious dwelling, placed in one of the most exclusive residential areas of Moscow.
The range of colours used is natural, like the materials chosen: marble inlays and
precious woodwork come together in custom-made mahogany and cherry wood
productions, brought out with gold leaf carvings.
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GOVERNMENT & STATE BUILDINGS
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Important representative complex, designed to welcome delegations from guests
during state visits. 
The splendid structure is celebrated by special inlay work on the marble floors and
the use of stucco on the ceilings. 
Imposing double doors, with bronze details and profiles, open onto the most 
important areas where heads of state are received.

Representative Palace
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Embassy

The philological attention to each and every detail is the underlying theme in this
luxurious Embassy, just a stone’s throw from the Arc de Triomphe in Paris. 
The spaces in this exquisite “hotel particulier” come to life again in their former
glory, where etiquette and representation have always been at home. Colombostile
productions are important cameos in these places of unquestionable beauty.
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The Kremlin Palace

It has been an honour to be able to take part in one of the most important state 
restoration projects of the last century: the Kremlin. Hundreds of doors and panels
of breathtaking historical importance have been faithfully rebuilt, just as they were
in the Czar’s day. 
Tables for meetings with ambassadors and Empire-style drawing rooms have been
redesigned and built using the original finishes, and the quality fabrics were found
behind old panels attached to the walls.
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Restoration work was also carried out in the in the majestic Throne Room, one of
the most special and most splendid rooms ever made, its barrel vault ceilings have
been completely redecorated using stucco and pure gold leaf, and is now a treasure
chest within this historic palace.
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HOSPITALITY
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Hotel Lord Byron

Historically and extremely important, this Boutique Hotel is one of the most outstanding
examples of Roman hospitality. Its refined Art Deco has been masterfully voiced in
the restyling of thirty-two suites and the common areas. A faithful reissue of original
furniture by Ruhlmann, with the owner’s collection of works of art from the 1920s,
bring back that Parisian “grandeur” of the early twentieth century. 
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Hotel Carlton

The former glory of the Czar’s summer residence is brought back to life with the
special renovation work on this; the most historic hotel in St Moritz.
Work was entrusted to architect Carlo Rampazzi, with a view to giving back that
spirit of nobility which the hotel once had, and a modern sense of comfort and 
luxury in a completely new way. The result is sixty suites with an unmistakable 
personality (with its warm tones so typical of Swiss tradition), the two top-class 
restaurants, and the superb lobby made out of the former ballroom. 
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Iconic Colombostile products have been
sagely proportioned with custom-made
products and structures in an eclectic
game of shapes and colours. 
Work by the company involved supplying
everything for suites and the common
areas, including bars and restaurants.
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Burj Al Arab

The world’s first seven-star hotel. The “Dhow Sail” of Dubai. 
The hotel world’s temple of luxury welcomes its guests with iconic pieces by 
Colombostile.
The main lobby opens onto rooms in the “New Tradition” collection, which are 
perfectly in tone with the eclectic spirit and extreme staginess of this place. 
Details on the inlaid wooden legs and gold plated curls have become the leitmotif
of the overall interior plan. The company also took care of decoration in several of
the more important suites. 
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Hotel De Russie

A green oasis a very short distance from
the Spanish Steps in Rome. 
This is the Hotel De Russie, one of the
most important hotels in the city. Inside
the elegant, classical building is the 
learning Alliance between classical 
modernity and contemporary elegance,
as can be seen in plans for the public
spaces. The main suites continue to
mouth this planning language and give
all the rooms the allure of the passing
centuries. 
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Hotel Four Season

In one of the most important buildings in Florence, the cradle of the Renaissance,
is the Hotel Four Season. Its architect Rochon has signed its interiors with unpa-
ralleled taste and refinement. 
The most recherché styles are brought together with clever mastery, turning the
corridors and courtyards into sumptuous reception areas. The restaurant, and some
of the more prestigious suites, glitter with a new light which is as soft as it is noble
thanks to the sense of overall balance given to the furniture. 
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SPECIAL PROJECTS
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Doha International Airport
VIP lounge Counters
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Top-of-the-range engineering carried out with true expertise by the able hands of
Colombostile’s craftsmen. Racy lines for counters which, like the hull of a sailing
ship, make for sophisticated interplay between light and shade. Monoliths penned
by Antonio Citterio, who has designed the interiors of the VIP lounge in what is 
expected to be the most important air terminal in the world. 
Only quality materials have been used and these reflect Italian craftsmanship, so
beloved by designers: hand-beaten polished bronze plates for the body which 
completely covers the wooden and metallic structure. 
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Juba International Airport
VIP and Presidential Lounges
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Decorative elements of African inspiration become the distinctive design for the
glass partitions between these VIP lounges, all fitted by Colombostile. Comfortable
sofas and two-tone armchairs which use cherry wood can be found in the relaxation
areas at the main terminal.
The Head of State area has refined meeting zones with inlaid tables and leather
armchairs, where the presidential discussion has been embroidered on. 
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Executive Office
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On the top floor of one of the most modern skyscrapers in Doha, this elegant 
managerial office, artistic design for which was by Roberto Nicolai, brings together
special details from the classical tradition and Art Deco with a modern architectural
structure. 
Quality woods and leathers can be seen all over the curved walls, where they cover
doors, boiseries, bookcases, and even an aquarium!
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PROJECTS

RESIDENTIAL

Private Residence – Caesarea – Israel
Project: Armando Alberdas
Design, Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Luxury Apartment – Tel Aviv – Israel
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Design, Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Private Villa – Miami – USA
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Design, Finishing and Furnishing.

Luxury Apartment – New York (Plaza Residences) – USA
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Design, Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Samara – Russia
Project: Tatiana Boronina
Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Luxury Apartment – New York (Belvoir Tower) – USA
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Moscow – Russia
Project: Design Duemila 
Supply and installation  of special furniture.

Luxury Villa – Moscow – Russia
Project: Tatiana Boronina
Supply and installation  of special furniture.

Private Residence – Accra – Ghana
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Design, Finishing and Furnishing.

Luxury Apartment – Crans Montana – Swiss
Project: Carlo Rampazzi
Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Luxury Villa – Moscow – Russia
Project: Tatiana Boronina
Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Middle East 
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Middle East 
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Luxury Apartment – Zuerich – Swiss
Project: Carlo Rampazzi
Finishing and Furnishing.

Luxury Apartment – Luzern – Swiss
Project: Carlo Rampazzi
Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Cote d’Azur – France
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Luxury Villa – Sardina– Italy
Project: Jean Antoine Hierro Desvilles
Interiors and Furnishing.

Luxury Apartment – London (One Hyde Parck) – United Kingdom
Project: Voix Studio - Colombostile Project Department
Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Moscow – Russia
Project: Jean Antoine Hierro Desvilles
Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Luxury Apartment – New York (Trump World Tower) – USA
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors, Finishing and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Pune – India
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Design, Finishing and Furnishing.

Luxury Villa – Palma de Mallorca– Spain
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Design and Furnishing.

Luxury Villa – Belgrade – Jugoslavia
Project: Jean Antoine Hierro Desvilles
Interiors and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Tunisi – Tunisia
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Design and Furnishing.

Luxury Apartment – Montecarlo – Monaco
Project: Design Duemila 
Finishing and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Paris – France
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Private Disco – Crans Montana – Swiss
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Finishing and Furnishing.

Private Residence – Abu Dhabi – UAE
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Interiors and Furnishing.
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GOVERNMENT & STATE BUILDINGS HOSPITALITY SPECIAL PROJECTS YACHT

Embassy – Paris - France 
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Embassador Residence – Paris - France 
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Embassador Residence – Washington - USA
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Embassy – New York - USA 
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

The Kremlin Palace – Mocow – Russia
Project: Ivan Glazunov
Interiors and Furnishing.

Representative Palace – Middle East
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Governmental Palace – Manama - Bahrain
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Presidential Palace – Luanda - Angola
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Governmental Offices – Middle East
Project: Design Duemila
Interiors and Furnishing.

Representative Palace – Middle East
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Hotel Concorde St. Lazaire – Paris – France
Project: Jean Antoine Hierro Desvilles
Supply and installation of custom made furniture for Lobby and Public areas.

Hotel Lord Byron – Rome – Italy
Project: Walter Franchini
Design, supply and installation of cutom made  furniture for 32 Suites / Junior Suites 
and Public areas.

Hotel Eden Roc – Ascona – Swiss
Project: Carlo Rampazzi
Supply and installation of special furniture for 37 Junior Suites, 16 Suites and Public areas.

Hotel Carlton– St. Moritz – Swiss
Project: Carlo Rampazzi
Supply and installation of custom made furniture for 60 Suites / Juinior Suites Lobby 
and Public areas.

Burj Al Arab – Dubai – UAE
Project: Khuan Chew Associates
Supply and installation of special furniture for Suites, Lobby and Public areas.

Hotel Giardino – Ascona – Swiss
Project: Carlo Rampazzi
Supply and installation of special furniture for Lobby and Public areas.

Grand Hotel National – Luzern – Swiss
Project: Grand Hotel Techinical Bureau
Supply and installation of custom made furniture for 22 suites.

Hotel Majestic– Rome – Italy
Project: Luigi Sturchio
Design, supply and installation of special furniture for S. Isidoro Suite (87mq.) 
and Via Veneto Suite (135mq.).

Hotel De Russie – Rome – Italy
Project: Tommaso Ziffer
Supply and installation of custom made furniture for 33 Suites, Lobby and Public areas.

Hotel Albani – Florence – Italy
Project: Luigi Sturchio
Supply and installation of special furniture for 32 Suites / Junior Suites, Lobby and Public
areas.

Hotel Four Season – Florence – Italy
Project: Pierre Yves Rochon
Design, supply and installation of special furniture for 44 Suites / Junior Suites, 
Lobby and Public areas.

.Hotel Arancio Amaro – Cannero Riviera – Italy
Project: Mauro Bisattini
Supply and installation of special furniture for 15 Suites, Lobby and Public areas.

Caffè del Teatro – Almaty – Kazakistan 
Project: Samuele Mazza
Design, supply and installation of special furniture for Restaurant, Lobby and Outdoor Areas.

International Airport – Doha – Quatar
Project: Interiors by Antonio Citterio, Patricia Viel and Partners
Engineering, Project Management of FF&E and Millworks for (40000mq.).
Supply and Installation of  Business and Vip Lounges counters.

International Airport – Juba – South Sudan
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Deisgn, Supply and Installation of FF&E and Millworks for Vip Lounges and Presidential Areas.

Executive Office – Middle East 
Project: Design Duemila 
Interiors and Furnishing.

Warta Insurance Headquartiers – Warsaw - Poland 
Project: O&O&B&G European Design
Interiors and Furnishing
.
Alviero Martini Boutiques – Milan, Turin - Italy
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Interiors and Furnishing.

De Grisogono Jewellery – Worldwide
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Furnishing.

Beauty Salon – Almaty – Kazkistan 
Project: Colombostile Project Department
Interiors and Furnishing.

Sound of Music – Merwede Shipyard – 360”ft
Project: Carlo Rampazzi
Interiors and Furnishing.

M.Y. Trick One – Oceanco Shipyards – 311’22”ft
Interiors and Furnishing.

M.Y. Stargate II – Oceanco Shipyards – 262’5”ft
Interiors and Furnishing.

M.Y. Acquamarina – ISA Yacht – 155’8”ft
Interiors and Furnishing.

M.Y. Lady Ingeborg – Heesen Shipyards – 119’1”ft
Interiors and Furnishing.



colombostile spa  
via Udine, 3  20821 Meda (MB) Italy  
tel. +39 0362 3491 - fax +39 0362 72556 
info@colombostile.com - www.colombostile.com
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